






September Saga of our New American family—Divine, Augustin, Chance, Penina, Honorine, Rebecca and Angie 

 

School has begun for all five girls this September. As a reminder, Chance is in 7th grade, Penina in 4th, Honorine in 2nd, Rebecca in 

kindergarten and Angie in Head Start. One of our most important emphases is the success of these children. To this end Terry 

Symula has been our liaison to the school system and knows all the principals and the girls’ teachers by name, and is on the emer-

gency contact list for all of them. I drove Augustin to Chandler School to pick up the girls after a home meeting last week and they 

were waiting outside with the principal and one of the teachers, who wanted to know who I was. When I said I was working with 

Terry’s group they were all smiles—they recognize us as partners.   

 

Because there is no culture of “homework for school” in their family, and because the three oldest all could benefit from some ad-

ditional help with homework, we’ve been working on finding after-school programs for them. When school started the YMCA pro-

gram (for Penina and Honorine) was full but places opened up last week, but all the scholarship money was gone, so the price had 

gone to $95/child/week. ARGHH. That was going to be hard for us so the director went to their wonderful scholarship donors and 

got the scholarship price down to $57/child/week—good but way more than the family can afford. We made the decision to pay 

for it for the year. We are asking the Finance Committee to allocate the monies for this and more for the new fiscal year. Chance is 

going to the free African Community Education (ACE) three days a week, the 7th grade after-school program at her school on Tues-

day, and Terry is looking into a Girls Inc. program at the school which has a mentorship component.   

 

Augustin now has to take the three girls to school in the morning, pick up Rebecca from kindergarten at 3 and then go back to get 

Penina and Honorine later. He told us of all the household things he had to do and said he couldn’t make the last pick up. We had a 

meeting with him and Bernard, his case-worker from Ascentria as interpreter, and solved the problem by figuring out that he could 

pick up the girls at 4:30, giving him time to get home and cook dinner before going off to work. Bernard, also a former refugee, told 

him how all three of his children are now in college at BC, BU, and Lowell U. and that he and his wife had a rule of no TV until all 

homework was finished. Augustin was impressed with both. 

 

Jane Venditti and Sharon Shepela have set up a regular weekly meeting with Divine, at her request, to help her to learn English 
after which Jane works with Angie and Sharon takes Divine through her physical therapy exercises. We’ve learned from one of their 
friends that, before her stroke, Divine carried two heavy buckets of water easily in the refugee camp. Our goal is to get her strong 
and capable of doing her share of home chores so Augustin can move to full-time employment. Mary Skorczeski has scouted two 
food pantries within walking distance of their home and will take them to one the first week of October and another the next 
week. She will also introduce Divine to the wonderful world of Slow cookers in hopes that she will start to feel comfortable with 
taking over some of the cooking responsibilities. We have been taking folks to medical appointments as usual.  
 
We need human help from you. Several of our volunteer members have had to leave the group because of unyielding time con-

flicts and we need some new folks to step in. You’ve read of our work and the wonderful satisfaction we have experienced making 

a real difference in the adaptation of this war refugee family to our country. Many of you have been generous with monetary dona-

tions and goods. Now we want to offer you the opportunity to help with time. The most critical--Julia Berger has been taking Au-

gustin and Chance to the laundromat every other weekend but her clinical year at Tufts Veterinary School doesn’t allow her the 

time any more.  It takes a couple of hours and our budget pays the ~$20. Imagine schlepping laundry for seven in a grocery cart 

several blocks in the rain and snow. This is a major good deed. You get to come to our monthly meeting and strategize and plan 

and hear stories—or not. We would welcome more than one person to this task so that each would only have to do this once a 

month. Best chance to talk and make friends—if you speak French or Swahili all the better, but both of them need to practice their 

English.  

 

Thank you for your prayers and your support, both with your interest and on occasion, your cash. We are all Christ’s hands on this 

earth, and this work has been a blessing for all of us.  




